
The Process of Growth in CLC-Ignatian 
Formation 

8. The CLC way of life is a lay expression of the Spiritual Exercises. Their pedagogy and methodology 
are present, with appropriate modifications, in all phases of our personal and community growth and 

formation. 

9. The dynamic of the Spiritual Exercises brings the life of Jesus nearer to our deepest selves. We 
become ever closer to His interior dispositions, actions and words. In doing this, we experience 

conversion; our lives are transformed at both personal and community levels such that we are able to 
commit all our personal and community life in the salvation of all human kind. (CLC Stages of 

Development) 
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Collaborating for Mission 
CLC Formation 

    

          Gratitude 
The scope of formation actions across Canada is rich and 
broad. CLC members have committed significant resources to 
creating experiences/situations in which CLC members may take 
risks for mission, failing, and trying again as “contemplatives in 
action.”  (CLC Project #132) 

As a community we humbly  “accept that we will never be 
formed enough, because we see in the  experience a dynamic 
factor of growing... (Progressio #33) Member input on this 
Formation theme reflects a deep desire to respond even more 
generously to God’s call to love and serve.  

Lord, teach me to be generous, to serve 
you as you deserve, to give and not to 
count the cost, to fight and not to heed 
the wounds, to toil and not to seek for 
rest, to labor and not to look for any 
reward, save that of knowing that I do 
your holy will-St. Ignatius of Loyola 
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Reflection #2: Collaborating for Mission: CLC Formation > Responses to 6 Questions 

 

Overall, the National Evaluation Working Group heard the common themes of encouraging and 
facilitating better communication and collaboration regarding formation resources and training.  Also 
there is an appreciation across Canada for the formation manuals and other CLC Canada resources and 
these need to be under continual revision of and re-imagining.  Additional Ignatian resources and/or 
external CLC materials are increasingly being incorporated into communities’ formation as well. 

1.  How active (intentional /systematic) is your Region in offering CLC formation? 

• The extent of regional formation and formation teams varies across regions.  Some are highly 
developed/structured (Atlantic, Central and Prairies) and others are in development (Rockies).   

• Most regions have regularly scheduled formation events during the year.   

Challenges: 

o Members do not know much about the formation activities or structures in the other regions  

2.  How are formation activities and other regional events linked to National/World priorities? 

• National/ world priorities, Projects and CLC world day are given regular attention at local, 
regional, national gatherings  

• National/ world priorities are part of Atlantic Region’s 3 year visioning plan 
• Formation team meetings incorporate National / World priorities 
• Ongoing reminder of national/ world mission statements  
• Formation  plans, summaries and results are shared with national 
• Visits from national or world members 

Challenges: 

o New members struggle to integrate Regional/National/World connections and dynamic 
o Formation initiatives need to be more widely shared among Regions 
o Lack of focus in some regions upon 4 Frontiers 

3.  What resources and supports have been helpful? 

• regional workshops and retreats 
• Pope’s encyclicals 
• World CLC Projects 
• CLC Formation and Leadership Manuals and Modules 
• resources from other Nationals on their websites 
• Ignatian prayer resources e.g. Ignatian series for Advent/Lent, Sacred Space 
• importance of mentors 
• peer groups for prayer companions, group guides, co-ordinators and spiritual directors 
• Ignatian tools e.g. our Graced History, the Examen in many forms 
• CLC formation tools e.g. DSSE, LDR cycle 
• visitors to Regions offering formation on the Exercises and the CLC Stages / GPs 
• Progressio  
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• well-formed and informed leadership eg. GGs, Co-ordinators, EAs 
• locally created materials e.g. step by step approach for “Come and See” sessions 
• Ecclesiastical assistant in helping Regions discern spiritual movements 
• Skype and Zoom 
• guiding role of GC to help broaden CLC vision 
• role of open meetings and information meetings e.g. Come and See 
• being well grounded in the 2nd round of sharing 
• Open Groups 
• supporting groups experiencing stagnation 
• role of trained members in directing the Exercises 
• well designed and fed National Newsletter addressing current needs 
• Ignatian spiritual direction of members 
• the role of the Elders 
• sharing of contemporary Ignatian articles / thoughts 
• familiarity of recognizing the personal and communal movement of Consolation and Desolation 
• feedback from Assemblies 

4.  As one apostolic body, how can the regions and General Council better support one another to 
ensure that consistent formation programming is equally available to all of our members?  

• Regional communication with the National 
• Updating of Manuals for consistent formation 
• Clarifying our particular formation so as to have the same understanding of the 3 Pillars… with 

the help of a visual 
• GC to identify goals for formation 
• Continual familiarity with and a deeper understanding of Common Mission Statements and GPs 
• Creation of a Formation Working Group or Team, with a Leader or National Formation Co-

ordinator 
• Sharing the news of Regional formation events to other Regions with a possibility for others to 

participate online 
• Sharing of Formation resources perhaps co-ordinated by GC 
• The important role of Mission in our Formation vision 
• Supporting greater integration of new members with established groups 
• Emphasize repetition of formation topics 
• Recognition of ecumenical nature of CLC Canada and support for ecumenical communities. 
• Development of a document with definitions of CLC / Catholic / Ignatian terms 
• Show Regional formation activities on the website, with a sharing of those experiences 
• Be precise and clear about a National CLC Formation Program with more concrete guidelines for 

consistency 
• Cyclical formation gatherings 
• Centralized formation to ensure consistent formation programs and use of uniform terminology 
• Travelling of a formation team in regular and affordable intervals…with less National Assemblies 
• To afford Formation visits, diminish GC and National Assembly travel… to foster a deeper 

National movement and morale 
• Develop and support, including financially, leadership trainers who can give workshops on 

specific topics or programs 
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Challenges: 

o What does “consistent” formation mean in the midst of Regional diversity? 
o it is energy draining to have 4 Regional Formation Teams of diversity, varying quality, and 

perhaps, inconsistency  

5.  What should the role of General Council be in formation?  

• Members agree that GC/National has a role to play in formation; however, there does not 
appear to be a consensus as to what that role should be.    

• Members disagree on the extent to which formation should be centralized or decentralized.   
Some support having a consistent (national) formation program while others believe that this is 
not required.  Some have suggested the establishment of a national formation team (which has 
existed in the past), while others question the need and note difficulties in filling leadership 
positions.   

• agreement that national has a role in maintaining/updating the manuals and making them 
available  

• agreement that GC should be better aware of the formation needs in each region and initiate 
steps to meet those needs 

• suggestions that GC could: 
- provide a chat forum to get information and guidance 
- collect useful formation resources e.g. information of human resources and reports of 

formation events 
- store these resources in some kind of archive  
- find practical and useable ways to share resources between regions, and ensure that they 

are organized according to topic/focus e.g. online presentations 
- create a formation ‘calendar’ with advance notice for those events that will be shared online 
- facilitate twinning of communities 
- establish formation priorities 
- train formation trainers 
- develop a formation plan 
- redevelop formation manuals in light of the times 
- GC members give Youtube presentations to CLC Canada members 
- gather group guides & coordinators together rather than devoting scarce resources to a 

national assembly 

6.   Do we need to re-think the way(s) in which we deliver formation in CLC Canada?   

Yes! By…. 

• finding or creating resources as needed e.g. a separate “Come and See” manual before Manual 
One 

• connecting with others outside our regions e.g. family groups networking 
• sharing best practices across regions 
• creating a 3-4 systematic year plan for the formation process 
• being more open to what touches the heart 
• re-envisioning the earlier stages of formation  
• recognizing the “weight of CLC structure” and its bureaucracy 
• creating more visibility of GC throughout the formation process 
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• re- envisioning the dynamic of the Formation Manuals… rethink the position of the Sp. Ex. 
experience 

• re- envisioning CLC formation in light of apostolic action, not just a prayer / faith sharing group 
• addressing the duplication of leadership positions between Regions and Nationals  
• using technology in a better way 
• training formators, not everyone, so as not to present formation material to the least 

knowledgeable in the desire to be all inclusive 
• developing formation in light of the issues of our societies 

The National Evaluation Working Group has suggested to our CLC National General Council the 
following actions. 

Suggested Short Term Action: 

 share existing formation documents more widely across regions  
 share how formation is approached in the various regions and what they are doing (i.e. either 

through meetings of regional formation teams or through articles/blogs on our website or 
newsletter).   This would allow for sharing best practices, allow members to get a better sense of 
what is happening across the country and inspire one another.   

 support regions in the use of technologies, such as zoom and skype,  for the use of peer (group 
guide and spiritual director) mentorship, to conduct regional, national and working group 
meetings and to broadcast formation events   

 create a list of Formation priorities. 
 make decisions for the National Assembly:  e.g. Do we want to decide on a National Formation 

strategy… in light of these reflections? 
 encourage communication between formation teams on formation plans, sharing resources and 

very importantly training new guides. Each formation team could appoint a coordinator who 
connects with the other formation coordinators twice a year. GC could review 
recommendations from the national formation coordinators. 
 

Suggested Long Term Action: 

 Continual revision of and re-imagining of Formation materials (Ie. Manuals, Online Resources…) 
 Have a working group look at what non-CLC Canada resources are being successfully used and in 

which contexts and how these can be better incorporated into CLC Canada members’ formation. 
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